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The special committee would like to,  

Pointing out, in 1974, North Korea joined the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, but eventually withdrew after it was found to have hidden unreported 
plutonium,  

Recognizing, The UN sanctions against North Korea’s development of nuclear weapons and 
ballistic missiles are necessary steps for a future united, peaceful and secured Korean Peninsula,  

Calls for taking into consideration the human rights degradation and the awful conditions from 
the camps  

praising the efforts of the UN and Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization for 
reconciliation between two Koreas,  

Acting, The International Committee of the Red Cross supported physical rehabilitation 
programs in North Korea in 2015, orthopedic surgery programs, and the Kaesong Water 
Project,  

1. Stressing the urgency and importance of the human rights issue by establishing the 
human rights organization.  

a. National Support of Human Rights in North Korea (NSHRNK); establishing 
organization for supportive North Korean human rights, It is held in Toronto, 
Canada, and has a regular meeting every two months on the third Saturday,  

i. campaign to address human rights issues in North Korea Promoting North 
Korea's Human Rights, Using Join Nation's SNS and YouTube Platform  

ii. collaboration with the Human Rights Watch, discusses human rights issues 
in North Korea, produces card news and newspapers, and strives to provide global 
support,  

2. Emphasizes the need of increasing the cultural cooperation between DPRK and ROK  
a. fosters trust by implementing K-Youth Exchange Program (KYEP) every first 

week of the month,  
i. this program is cultural exchange include music, art, book materials, or 

making collaborative exhibitions in North and South Korea;  

 

3. Emphasizes aiding humanitarian, health care and spiritual programs a. support those 
NGO's that help North Koreans both inside and outside their borders through 
leadership training programs and food and medicine aid projects, b. relief for the 



most North Korean vulnerable populations: women, children, the elderly, the sick 
and prisoners;  

4. Calls upon improving middle-class financial transparency Issue  

a. Increase the autonomy of state-owned enterprises managers and encourage private 

initiatives;  

i. Empowering the middle class workers through international fund programmes 

could provide the framework for a reformative process inside North Korea. 


